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A target, whose initial position is unknown, is performing a random walk on the integers. A 
searcher, starting at the origin, wants to follow a search plan for which E[#] is finite, where 
ka 1 and T is the time to capture. The searcher, who has a prior distribution over the target’s 
initial position, can move only to adjacent positions, and cannot travel faster than the target. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the existence of search plans for which E[T~] 
is finite and a minimum. 
search theory * random walk 
1. Introduction 
McCabe [3] considered the problem of searching for a target moving according 
to a simple Bernoulli random walk on the integers. A searcher, constrained to start 
at the origin and move no faster than the target, is assumed to have prior information 
of the form ‘the target was at the origin r units before the beginning of the search’. 
McCabe showed that the search plan which sweeps up and down the line changing 
direction at the points (-l)kFk_,, where {Fk} is the Fibonacci sequence, has finite 
expected time to capture. It seems intuitive that there should be an existence result 
for the case where there are no restrictions on the prior distribution and the target 
performs a more general random walk. (For example, if the target moves at unit 
speed and p E (0, 1) is the parameter of the random walk, the target’s expected net 
movement by time n is n(2p - 1) with a variance of 4np( 1 -p). By time n, a searcher 
travelling at unit speed can search n integers, implying that mistakes can be rectified 
since n > n(2p - l).) However, the Fibonacci based plan will not usually yield a finite 
expected capture time in the more general case, and it is not immediately clear what 
plan should be used instead. It will be shown that a similar type of plan that sweeps 
up and down the line changing direction at (-l)kak, where cy depends on the type 
of random walk, has finite expected time to capture if the searcher’s prior distribution 
over the target’s initial position has finite first absolute moment. 
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At each stage, the target is allowed to move one unit to the left or right or remain 
at its present position, each with probabilities that can vary, depending for example 
on the target’s position, the time since the start of the search, etc., as long as the 
probability of moving towards the origin is always at least E, for some fixed strictly 
positive E. It is not always realistic to suppose that the searcher is concerned only 
with the expected time to capture. For instance, a search plan with small expected 
capture time but large variance can, with high probability, lead to an expensive 
search. It will be shown that if the searcher’s cost function is O(rk), where T is the 
time to capture and k 2 1, then a plan with finite expected cost exists if E[lx,,l“] is 
finite, where x0 denotes the target’s initial position. 
Existence results for search on the line have some practical applications (e.g., 
consider ships searching for a submarine in a channel where the combined detection 
radii of the ships equals or exceeds the width of the channel). However, similar 
search problems where {x,} is a more general stochastic process taking values in 
higher dimensional spaces, have much greater practical significance. The existence 
result of this paper should be regarded as a stepping stone towards a solution of 
the more general problem. 
There are, of course, many other approaches to the problem of searching for 
moving targets-see, e.g., Stone [4]. For the case where the target is moving randomly 
and the search is not allowed to proceed beyond a certain fixed time, Brown [l], 
Washburn [6,7] and Stone [5] have obtained many interesting and useful results. 
2. Preliminaries 
A search plan .$ is defined to be a sequence of integers {&} with &= 0 and 
I&,+, - [,,I G 1 for all n, i.e. the searcher can move only to an adjacent position or 
stay at his present position. For each integer n, let x, denote the target’s position 
at time n. The distribution of x0 is assumed known-this distribution could, for 
example, reflect the searcher’s prior beliefs concerning the target’s initial position. 
Define rC to be the first time that the searcher and target either meet or cross paths 
when the searcher follows plan 5, i.e. 
Tc= $$“: (Xn-5n>(X,-,-5n-1)~00), 
i +co otherwise. 
Suppose that at any stage, the target moves away from the origin with probability 
p and towards the origin with probability q = 1 -p. (Note that p is not the customary 
probability of moving to the right. Here the probability that the target moves to the 
right is p if it is located to the right of the origin and 1 -p if located to the left.) 
Assume that the searcher and target both move at unit speed. Let LY be the first 
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integer satisfying 
(Y 3 max[200q-‘, 200p-3]. (1) 
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, the searcher is assumed to be 
following the plan ‘start at 0, move to 1, then to -(Y, then to (Y’, then to -(Ye, etc.’ 
The searcher is at the position (-a)“-’ at time t,, = (1+2/(cu - l))cu”-‘-2/((~ - 1). 
The time to capture associated with this plan will be denoted by 7. (It should be 
noted that all of the proofs that follow remain valid for any (Y, not necessarily the 
first, satisfying (l).) 
The following three technical lemmas are needed for the proof of the theorem in 
the next section. 
Lemma 1. For k 2 1, 
ak*P[r z a”]~ak+l+(ak+l) 1 P[x()=i] Jy aknP[Thrn”(X~=i] 
II=0 ic0 ” e”e” 
+(cyk+l) 1 P[xo=i] c aknP[7zW”IXg=i]. 
i>O n odd 
Lemma 2. Suppose that n is odd, i > 0 and t, 2 pi, where p = max{2q-‘, 2~~‘). Then 
P[T> t,(xO= i]C tn exp(2pP2) exp(-tA’6qpP’/288). 
Lemma 3. Suppose that n is even, i < 0 and t, 2 /3\i(, where /? = max{2qP’, 2~~‘). Then 
P[T> tnIxO= i]~ t, exp(2q-2) exp(-ti’6pqp1/128). 
On noting that P[ T a a “1 s P[ T 3 (Y nm1] and rearranging terms, it is a simple matter 
to verify Lemma 1. The proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 can be found in the appendix. 
3. Existence results 
Theorem. For any k 3 1, a necessary and suj’icient condition for the existence of a 
search plan 5 with E[T:] finite is that E[lx,lk] be$nite. 
Proof. The necessity of the condition is easy to establish: if the target is initially at 
i, then it takes the searcher a minimum of Iii/2 time units to meet the target. Thus, 
for any plan 5, 
E[r:]=F &7:/x,,= i]P[x,= ‘1°F ((ij/2)kP[x0= i]=2pkE[(~,,(k]. 
TO show that the finiteness of E[\x,lk] is a sufficient condition requires a little 
more work. Suppose the searcher follows the a-plan described earlier. First, by 
noting that { P[ T 3 n “k]} is a decreasing sequence and appropriately grouping terms, 
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it is easy to see that 
I?[@]= ; P[rzVP]Scuk : (Y nkP[ 7 2 CY”]. 
“=, n=O 
Hence, using Lemma 1, 
E[rk] S 2Cr2k +(ak)((Yk+l) 1 P[x,= i] 1 (YkflP[r=&“xg= i] 
ic0 n even 
+(cyk)(Cuk+l> c P[ xg= i] c cPP[r> (Y”)XO= i]. 
i>O n odd 
From Lemma 2 and noting that t, <plil implies that cuk”< (2~~p/il)~: 
& P[xO = il C crk”P[T> a”JxO= i] 
n odd 
(2) 
1 
{n odd: t,zpi) 
ak”P[73 Crn(xO= i]} 
< ~op[xo= ~l{z(Wil)k+ C akntn exp(2pP2) 
{n odd: r,,Zpi) 
xexp(-tk’6qpP’/288) . 
I 
Similarly, using Lemma 3, 
Jo P[xo = il c ak”P[~~akkn]P[7.~(YnIXo= i] 
n even 
c i;o prx,= il{ melY+ c akntn {n even: r”=plz(} 
xexp(2q-‘) exp(-ti’6pq-‘/128) . 
Simply use the above inequalities in (2) to obtain: 
E[Tk]G 2a2k +(CYk)(Qk+1)2k+‘LYkpkE[(Xo(k] 
+(LUk)(ak+l) 1 Lykntn exp(2pP2) exp(-ti’6qp-‘/288) 
n odd 
+(cyk)(~“+l) 1 Lykntn exp(2qP2) exp(-ti’6pqP’/128). 
n even 
The two series in the above expression are easily seen to be convergent due to the 
predominance of the exponential factors. Hence, E[T~] is finite whenever E[lxolk] 
is finite. q 
Corollary. Suppose that ~[lx~l”] is jinite for some k 2 1. Then there exists a plan 77 
for which E[ T”,] < CO and E[ T”,] = infs E[.T:]. 
Proof. From the theorem, there are plans 6 for which E[T~] is finite. Using the 
argument of Fristedt and Heath (see Stone, 1975, pp. 82-83), it is easy to see that 
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the mapping [+ E[r:] is lower semicontinuous. Hence the infimum of the E[T:] is 
attained at some 7. 0 
To realistically model search problems, it is very restrictive to suppose that the 
parameter of the random walk never changes. The target may be aware of the 
searcher’s moves and take evasive action. The parameter of the random walk may 
depend on whether the target starts to the left or right of the searcher or may depend 
on the target’s present position. As long as the parameter(s) of the random walk 
always lie within the interval (E, 1 - E), where E is some fixed positive number, the 
above results will apply. To see this, note that, from the searcher’s point of view, 
the worst that can happen is that the target moves to the right with probability 1 - e 
if x0 > 0 and to the left with probability 1 - E if x0 < 0. It is a simple matter to check 
that all the proofs are valid if (Y is defined to be the first integer larger than 
max[200( 1 - E))~, 200~~~3. 
If the searcher is allowed to choose his starting position from within some finite 
set, then an optimal starting point can, theoretically, be found by comparing the 
optimal plans from each possible starting position. 
4. Conclusion 
It is interesting to see that, even when the target is allowed to take evasive action, 
there are many situations where search plans with finite expected time to capture 
exist. Now that existence can be demonstrated, the problem of finding an efficient 
algorithm for determining optimal plans is worthy of further research. It would also 
be interesting to know under what conditions search plans with finite expected time 
to capture exist when the target can move in a higher dimensional space and when 
{x,} is a more general stochastic process. 
Appendix 
It will be useful to recall the result (see Feller, 1968, pp. 183-184) that 
P mtkqn--m-k <exp[-k2(2npq))‘+ k3(npq)m2+2k(npq)-‘] 
as long as (k + l)(n + l)-‘(pq)-’ ~4, where m = np + S(-q < 6 up) is the central 
term of the binomial distribution. Thus, if S, is the binomial random variable with 
parameters p and n, 
P[S,~m+k]~nexp[-k2(2npq)~‘+k3(npq)~2+2k(npq)-’] (3) 
and 
P[S,sm-k]~nexp[-k2(2npq)-‘+k3(npq)-2+2k(npq)~1]. (4) 
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Better bounds for the tail of a binomial distribution can of course be given. However, 
the goal of this paper is to prove certain existence results and quite crude bounds 
will suffice. 
Proof of Lemma 2. At time t,, the searcher and the target are at the positions (Y”~’ 
and x0+ 2Sn - t,,, respectively, where Srm is the binomial random variable with 
parameters t, and p. If the target was initially to the right of the searcher (i.e. x0 > 0), 
then it certainly will be detected by time t, if its position at time 1, is to the left of 
(Y”-‘. This and the observation that an-l . IS no smaller than pt, implies that 
P[7~t,Ixg=i]~P[i+2S,~-f”~cu”-‘]~P[i+2S,~-ft,~pt,]. 
Now use the fact that i c q&/2 and simplify the above expression to get 
P[~~t,~x~=i]4P[S,~~m+qt,/4--6], (5) 
where m = t,p + S is the central term of the binomial distribution. Define k to be 
the first integer greater than or equal to qt “i2/12. From (5), using (3) and the fact 
that qtJ4 - 6 is no smaller than k, 
P[7~t,lxo=i]<P[S,n~m+k] 
s t, exp[-k2(2t,pq)-‘+ k3(tnpq)-2+2k(t,pq)-1]. 
The result follows by noting that 
k2(2t,pq)-‘s tf,‘6qp-1/288 and k3( t,pq)-2+2k( t,,pq)-' s 2pe2. q 
Proof of Lemma 3. Proceeding as in Lemma 2 and noting that (Y”~’ 2 qt, and 
i> -pt,/2, it is clear that 
P[~~t,Ix~~i]~P[i+2S,~-t~~-(~“-‘]dP[S,”~m-t~p/4-6]. 
Define k to be the first integer greater than or equal to t7,/12p/8. Then, using (4) 
and the fact that t,p/4+ 6 is no smaller than k, it is clear that 
P[~>t,Ix,,=i]~P[S~~srn-k] 
G t, exp[-k2(2t,pq)-‘+ k3(t,pq)-2+2k(t,pq)-‘]. 
The result follows on noting that 
k2(2t,pq)-’ B ti”pq-‘/128 and k3( t,pq)-2+ 2k( t,,pq)-' s 2qp2. 
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